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About This Content
The M-2000C is a multi-role, French-designed, 4th generation fighter. It was designed in the 1970s as a lightweight fighter and
in excess of 600 M-2000C aircraft have been built. The M-2000C is a single-engine fighter with a low-set delta wing with no
horizontal tail. It has excellent manoeuvrability given its relaxed stability and fly-by-wire flight control system. The M-2000C
also includes a multi-mode RDI radar that is capable of tracking and engaging targets at beyond visual ranges. In addition to
engaging other aircraft with cannon and missiles, the M-2000C can also engage ground targets with cannon, rockets and bombs.
The M-2000C is a perfect fit for the battlefields of DCS World!
We now bring an exacting simulation of the M-2000C to DCS World. The M-2000C is highly optimized to work within DCS
World and takes advantage of the Digital Combat environment that only Eagle Dynamics can offer.
Please note that the DCS: M-2000C, and all future DCS World DLC releases on Steam, will now use Steam Keys
instead of Starforce keys. As such, these purchases cannot be activated on the DCS World e-Shop version. Previous
purchases will not be affected.

Key Features:
Advanced flight model providing realistic performance and flight characteristics
Highly detailed 3D model and animations
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Highly detailed and accurate 6 DOF cockpit with mouse-interactive controls
Realistic modelling of aircraft systems including electrical, fuel, hydraulics, lighting, engine and navigation
High resolution 3D model and cockpit textures, including specular and bump mapping
Inflight programmable INS
Synthetic runway display on HUD
Realistic HUD and weapons systems including:
Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground cannon
Magic II and Super 530D Air-to-Air missiles
Matra rocket pods
CCIP and CCRP bomb delivery
Realistic afterburner and over-wing vapour effects
Numerous skins
Instant action and single missions
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Title: DCS: M-2000C
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
RAZBAM Sims
Publisher:
The Fighter Collection, Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 12 May, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum system requirements:
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.
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I've put in a fair amount of time into this game and have really enjoyed it. But it is wearing me down with the repetitive nature
of building each hospital. Each level introduces a new element but the build process follows the same cycle of struggle, then
getting into a rhythm of patient processing. It's fun to get the engine going but after doing this half a dozen times its growing a
bit boring. There's staple rooms you need in every hospital and office space so each new building you make is a tiresome
process of building those rooms. Then you watch what special rooms get the most use and make extras of those.
I'm going to recommend the game since I think it's a well designed and fun game. But I expect most players will get bored at
some point.. This game looks like 90's/2000 games, i can't believe this game was relesed in 2012. This is a port of the mobile
game and it's a good port, no problems.
Best Firefighter Simulator ever.
Just your basic simple quirky fun cute puzzle game where you put out fires and save people.
It's a good simple cheap to pick up and waste some time if you are bored. The puzzles get harder and require more thinking
which means more fun.
Also once again it has good music. But it's a Wayforward game of course it's gonna have good music.. Horrible. Just horrible..
Already played three times to get different endings. Loved it.. how did any of these guys below not finish this dlc in one hour
why would you need saves
use the time warp for vlad, too.
not exactly worth 5 bucks, as opposed to the stars are left, by the way. It's cool, but eh. at least there's the challenge maps..
Superfun arcade racer with tricks for bonuses. Get this now, it's immediately fun if you like racing games!. Great game,
gripping story.
Only con this game has is the size of the map, which in my opinio was way too big.
9/10. very good game myself i have 2000 and its a very good game
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Gameplay is not straight forward, tried twice and I can't even move the ship without lots of tutorials and etc. If you want to
expend hours learning to play, maybe is a good game, but if you want a casual Sci-Fi game, it is not the case.. I love this game!
So much fun!. how can i swap this game i got the wrong one. Really fun so far. I can see this being a good party game. My kids
love it too.
[Edited] I have had problems with multiple steam controllers and using Steam Link. Please refer to posted results in the
discussion forum. Thanks to the developer for taking time to recognize this and reply.. Build my country as a fundmentalist
Islamic State
-Becoming filthy rich by selling oil
-Global Financial Crisis
-Tax revenue gone
-Invaded by Chickenstan
-Trade revenue gone
-My spy found out American ambassador is GAY!
-Ransom American ambassador for emergency aid otherwise I tell the whole world he is GAY!
-America pays me
-Try to use American cash to build a nuke as the last attempt of staying in power
-Operation Basenji Freedom!
-People are free!
-Im Dead!
11/10. Solid tun based strategy played on a hex grid. It's had a lot of continued support post launch and the dev is active on the
forums.
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